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Jet city afterburner manual

©1996-2015, Amazon.com or its affiliates Jet City afterburner trading A year and a half has passed since Jet City launched in 2010. Since then, it seems like Mike Soldano's mission, and co is to release an incredet amount of gear. Hot from the line is the afterburner, a medium-priced overdrive pedal that gives you two stages. It is a
common drive configuration with volume, tone and overdrive controls, but there is also a Boost dial that adds another level of gain. There are also switches to bypass the pedals and two stomp switches to kick boosts. Press the clean channel on the valve amplifier with the single coil of the afterburner and low gain/high power settings to
get a bluesy lead sound that cries. Raise the tone and choose Bridgeham Backer for an indie rhythm crunch. The higher the gain, the higher the stack-in-box lock rhythm sound. From here, engage the boost and add a few bites with tone controls for a larger chorus rhythm sound/cut solo tone. Gain freaks won't be happy when the boost is
maxed out, but that's not the niche the afterburner is trying to fill. Looks don't scream off the shelves and access to the battery is a bit frugeting, but if you put your hand out to low to medium gain sounds, this pedal offers a solution. The tone control is versatile enough to prove that a single EQ knob doesn't have to compromise, and also
doesn't have to shell out loads for good drive sound. Is there little rocket science? About this list the afterburner is a two-stage overdrive of road-ready aluminum and steel housings. The first stage is a straight-up overdrive to add gain to the front end of the tube amplifier. The second stage is a boost to increase the volume of solos, etc.
This is a very cool pedal! or hot is a better word! Also produced by Jet City Amplification! e-bypass operation - do not inhale the tone from the rig volume control - tone and steel housing to adjust the tone adjusting the overall output level - Intensity and durability of the gig pro overdrive control - Adjustment The amount of OD in the first
stage boost control - Adjust the level of the second stage on/off switch - Engage/bypass the pedal boost switch - Engage/bypass the second OD stage on/off and boost LED - view product specifications for high visibility on the darkest stage Use the left/right arrows to move the slideshow or swipe left or right if you're using a mobile device
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